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INTRODUCTION
According to the Population and Housing Census of 2007, of a total population of 73,750, and
932 there were 864,849 people with disabilities in Ethiopia (1.17 per cent of the population) of
whom 464,202 were male and 400,016 female. Researchers and disability experts believe that
this figure is underestimated due to, among others, inadequate definition of what constitutes
disability, confusion and misconception of terms, omission of persons with certain types of
disabilities, unwillingness of parents disclose a child or family member with disability as well as
exclusion some geographical areas in the surveys due to security reasons (MoLSA 2012). In
2010, it is estimated that there are over 12.435 million children, adults and elderly persons with
disabilities in Ethiopia, representing 15 per cent of the population. as per the joint World
disability report issued by the World Bank and World Health Organisation.
Currently (2012), several laws have been issued and/or reviewed in Ethiopia concerning rights of
and equal opportunities to persons with disabilities. Proclamation No.568/2008 on the ‘Right to
Employment of Persons with Disabilities’; Proclamation 676/2010 issued to ratify the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Proclamation 691/2010 on Definition of
Powers of Duties of the Executive Organs of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia
providing for conditions of equal opportunities and full participation of persons with disabilities
and HIV/AIDS victims; Special Needs education (SNE) in Technical and Vocational Education
and training (TVET) Framework Document 2009; Building Proclamation No. 624/2009
providing for accessibility in the design and construction of any building to ensure suitability for
physically impaired persons.
ILO Convention concerning Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (Disabled Persons) No.
159 (1983) was ratified by Ethiopia in 1991and The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities was ratified by Ethiopia in June 2010 through Proclamation No. 676/2010 but
the laws remains essential for the effective and fully implementation .
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The denial of equal employment opportunities to people with disabilities forms one of the root
causes of poverty and exclusion of many members of this group. There is ample evidence that
people with disabilities are more likely than non-disabled persons to experience disadvantage,
exclusion and discrimination in the labour market and elsewhere. As a result of these
experiences, people with disabilities are disproportionately affected by unemployment. When
they work, they can often be found outside the formal labour market, performing uninspiring
low-paid and low-skilled jobs, offering little or no opportunities for job promotion or other forms
of career progression.
Therefore, in order to be part of the solution for the above problems, CETU is working in
partnership with DAA and NIPSA on Promoting and insuring Disability Employment Rights by
conducting workshops to create awareness for trade union leaders. We recently have had a one
day workshop in Addis Ababa for executive members of CETU, the nine Industrial federation’s
leaders, senior experts of CETU, and governmental representatives. So this awareness creation
workshop will continue to be delivered to the remaining 7 branches of CETU and the trained
trade union leaders will do their part in sharing their knowledge to their member workers.
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Aim and Objective of the workshop
The overall workshop objectives are the following;
At the end of the workshop, participants will be expected to:
1. Understand Disability issues in Ethiopia, especially at work places and challenges in
exercising their right to employment,
2. Know The legal frameworks and existing platforms regarding persons with disability,
3. Be able to Strengthen the existing organizations /workplaces/ to become disability
inclusive,
4. Know how to be part of the solution on creating a common ground for the working
society where the disable people would be treated equally, and
5. Be able to equip organizations to use and apply tools and resources that help them
strengthen their approach to disability inclusion.

Venue and participants
The Disability Champions workshop was held at Pyramid Hotel, Bishoftu, Oromiya, on 24 – 25
September 2018 for two days. There were 39 participants (31 male and 8 female) other than the
supporting stuff, and they were leaders of different trade unions in different organizations found
in metropolitan cities of Addis Ababa, representatives of Oromiya regional state BOLSA,
representatives of the Federation of Ethiopian National Associations of Persons with Disabilities
/FENAPD/, representatives of Oromiya Regional State Disability Association /ORSDA/, head
of Finfine branch of CETU, Head of Planning, Research and Information department of CETU,
and representative from Ministry Of Labour and Social Affairs/MOLSA/. Among all the
participants, six of them (2 representatives from FENAPD, 2 representatives from ORSDA and
other 2 participants from workers trade unions) were persons with disability.
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Teaching materials
For the purpose of the workshop all the participants has been handed with a folder that contains a
hard copy of the slides that are used by the resource person for training, copy of the Ethiopian
proclamation no. 568/2008 of “Right to employment of persons with Disability” and a copy of
CETU’s “Guideline for the implementation of the right of persons with disabilities at work
place” along with note pad and pen.

Opening

Firstly Mr. Fisehatsion Biyadglign, head of Social Affairs department of CETU and coordinator
of the workshop and Chairperson of CETU’s national disability committee, welcomed and
briefed the participants about the overall objective of the workshop and asked participants to
introduce themselves.
Following the introduction, Mr. Tolera Deress, Head of Planning, Research and Information
department of CETU have delivered an opening speech.
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“First of all, I would like to thank you all for
coming to this workshop which CETU is
working in partnership with DAA and
NIPSA. I am grateful that we have you, trade
union leaders, on our side to implement our
plans and goals in order to protect the
working class. This project that we are
running regarding the employment rights of
persons with disability is one of the crucial
thematic areas CETU indulged itself to.
The issue of persons with disability is not the responsibility of the only government or an
organization; it rather is the responsibility of every one of us. We might not have disability
today but we are potentially disabled at anytime.
Everything that we do about persons with disability, we are doing it for ourselves. Because
one way or another we all have or know someone who has disabilities. That person could be
our family, our friend, our co-worker, or that someone could be us someday in the future. So
if we are working on disability issues in a sense that we are doing it for ourselves, we will
definitely be successful and could bring change. So let me not take much of your time and I
wish you all have a productive time during this two days workshop. Thank you.”

Representative of Oromiya regional srtate BOLSA Mr. Alemayehu Lemma has delivered his opening
remark. Mr. Alemayehu on his remark has noted:
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First of all I would like to thank CETU for being
concerned about people with disability and organizing this workshop. And thank you all for
being here with us today to be part of the disability champion taskforce. According to WHO,
out of the estimated 1 billion people who have different kinds of disabilities, 80% are found in
developing countries. And if we make a real census, the numbers may even got much higher
because in our country most of the society opt not to register their kids who have disabilities as
member of their families for different reasons. So such kinds of workshops can create a better
awareness and change the attitude of our society regarding persons with disability and that
could make our lives easy and fair. For this change to come we all have significant role to be
played and Oromiya regional state BOLSA will be happy to support and work with you all on
the matter. I wish you all a fruitful workshop.
Next to this Ms. Kalkidan Shimelis, President of FENAPD has delivered her remark as follows:

“First and foremost, on behalf of FENAPD, I would like to
thank CETU and DAA for organizing this event and invited all
the stakeholders like us to be part of it. As you can see, I myself
have sight disability yet, I am the president of FENAPD. There
are lots of people in our country who face different kinds of
disability. On top of that, significant amount of our society still
thinks disability as God’s punishment or think they should be
put for medication and charity.
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We can solve this by creating awareness on the society. We now have come to social and right based
approach and we should bring that approach to practice. Persons with disability have full rights as
persons without disability. Every person with disability is entitled to exercise all their rights including
the right to employment. We should all know that as trade union leaders, we have the responsibility of
playing our role in implementing the laws regarding this issue. Disability is reality for those who are
disabled and a possibility for every one of those who do not have disability. FENAPD is working on it
at national level and CETU’s movement will help us on accomplishing our goals and we will work
together. You as leaders also have to make disability issue part of your job at your work places and
community. Thank you and remember that “The only disability in life is a bad attitude.”

Next to the representative of FENAPD, Oromiya regional state disability association /ORSDA/
president Mr. Darara Tafa, has addressed his keynote speech as follows:

Good morning to you all and I really am glad to be here
today. I would like to thank CETU and its working partners for taking part in fighting for the employment rights
of persons with disability. Our association is working on disability rights of employment, social security rights,
health care access, education and training access, capacity building and so on at regional level.
This kind of workshops and activities will help us boost our capacity and bring some real change to the rights of
persons with disabilities. As I can see most of you are workers trade union leaders having a number of member
workers and this is a big opportunity to know you and our association would like to work closely with you. A
strong chain of network is what makes us better and would help us achieve our goals. I wish you a good time in
this workshop and our association is looking forward to working with you.
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Methodology
In the workshop, facilitator /resource person/ used a participatory approach and popular education
methods. Experience sharing, participatory Q&A and group discussion were used as Workshop tools.

Content and proceedings
During the presentation by the facilitator, Mr. Demis Wondaferew, CETU’s occupational safety and
health senior expert and member of CETU’s National Disability Committee, the topics that have been
covered were:
1. The concept of Disability
a. Definition of Disability,
b. Introducing how disability works,
c. The difference approaches to disability and their consequences,
d. Key principles and the Right based Approach, and
e. Conventions and concept of disability
2. Disability mainstreaming
a. Non-discrimination legislation,
b. Quota system,
c. Planning for implementation, and
d. Monitoring and evaluation
3. Legal framework of disability (international, national and organizational level)
a. What is the purpose of the law?
b. Whom does it protect?
c. Who is responsible?
d. How it is enforced?
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4. Discrimination on the basis of disability
a. Types and nature of discrimination,
b. Reasonable accommodation,
c. Affirmative action, and
d. Equality
5. Disability champion
a. What is disability champion?
b. Function of disability champion,
c. Objective of disability champion
6. CETU’s Disability employment right guideline
a. Important issues of the directive,
b. Basic principles to be followed,
c. The role and functions of stalk holders,
d. Main activities and responsibilities of trade unions.
7. Case study
a. Discriminations based on disability,
b. Reasonable accommodation,
c. Affirmative action
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There has been three case studies presented for discussion, and participants were actively sharing their
ideas along with their practical experiences.
After the above lecture participants were divided into four groups to discuss on the following three
issues:
1. Measure the activity in regard to disability right at national and organizational level?
2. Identify the major challenges and gaps in implementing disability rights at national and
organizational level?
3. What measures should be taken to ensure the practicability of the rights of persons with
disability? (What measures, when and by whom should they be taken?)
For the discussion, participants were taken outside of the meeting hall and grouped into four seats as
shown below;
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Photo: Group Discussions session

Key findings and recommendations from the discussion
After the discussion, the participants have come up with the following answers and solutions
Discussion topics

Measure the activity in
regard to disability
right at national and
organizational level

Discussion results
Even though Ethiopia has ratified different laws about disability
and also has a proclamation regarding the employment rights of
peoples with disabilities, the status of practicability of these
laws, conventions and regulations is too poor and low
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Some of the main challenges, identified through the discussion,

Identify the major
challenges and gaps in
implementing
disability rights at
national
and
organizational level

for poor implementation of the laws and exercising rights of
persons with disability are;
•

Lack of awareness,

•

Lack of commitment,

•

Wrong attitudes toward disability,

•

Economic problems,

•

Governments are slow to establish or designate a
framework of independent mechanisms to
promote & protect the rights of people with
disabilities and monitor the implementation of
the laws as required,

•

Inadequacy of data and statistics relating to
persons with disabilities,

•

Failure to carry out responsibility,

•

Less availability of information about disability,

•

Lack of the knowledge of what disability is and
who are persons with disability,

•

No strong chain between government, workers
and the society,

•

Lack of training and education on the concept
matter, and so on.

What measures should Having the challenges listed above, the participants has also
be taken to ensure the recommended on how to overcome the challenges and bring
practicability of the change. Some of the recommendations are:
rights of persons with
- By creating platforms, create an awareness on
disability?
(What measures, when
and by whom should

the society, workers, government bodies and all
stakeholders in a way that would make everyone
participatory on the issue,
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they be taken?)

-

Disseminate
disability

information

matters

and

through

statistics

medias;

of

radio,

television, newspaper, magazines, and so on,
-

Continuous trainings on disability,

-

Monitor and evaluate the implementation of the
laws, regulations and conventions about rights of
persons with disability,

-

Create job opportunities to persons with
disability by reasonable accommodation and
affirmative action,

-

Make disability issue part of our plan and
support the plan materially and financially,

-

Make the working environment suitable and
decent to persons with disability,

-

Put rights of persons with disability part of our
organizational policy,

-

As Trade unions work together with employers
on disability issues and make sure things go well
with persons who have disabilities during and
after employment,

-

Even if there are no persons with disabilities in
our organizations, make sure things are set in a
way that they could attract persons with
disability, and this work is not to be left for
someone else rather this is especially trade union
leader’s responsibility. As a leader we should
not wait for the government or employer to get
things done. We should do our home works and
push the government and other stake holders to
do theirs.
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Following the presentations, Mr. Fisehatsion, coordinator of the workshop, has created 10 groups
chaired by Oromiya Rejonal State Disability Association president Mr. Darara Tafa and the group
formation was according to their organizations geographical locations (Sebeta, Around Sebeta, Akaki,
Lega tafo, Burayu, Sululta, Sendafa, Holeta, Bishoftu and Dukem & Gelan). And by selecting one
representative from each group, they were given an assignment of sharing the progress of their
activities about the employment rights of persons with disability and Finfine Branch of CETU and
CETU itself will be supervising them periodically.

Closing remarks
Mr. Diribsa Legesse, Head of Finfine Branch of CETU,
was invited to make a closing remark and on his closing
remark has stated “First of all, I would like to thank you
all

for

actively

participating

and

sharing

your

experiences during the past two days. This was what we
expected from this workshop. As you all know the
Confederation of Ethiopian Trade Unions is working in
different areas like; HIV and AIDS, Child labour, Family
planning and reproductive health, Disability, Social
protection and so on and we’re working on this Disability Champions Workshop in partnership with
DAA and NIPSA and I would like to thank them for being concerned about us and supporting us
financially and technically.
I am the head of Finfine branch of CETU which have been opened recently following the expansion of
industrial parks in the metropolitan cities of Addis Ababa. From now on we will be working together in
defending the rights of the working class and preserving industrial peace between employees and
employers so that we would have a decent work environment that could enable us exercise all our
rights especially employment rights of persons with disability. So you all need to make sure in making
disability issue part of your work plan, supporting it with budget and share us your reports. I thank you
all and we will be in touch.” And then, the workshop has come to an end at 5:30pm.
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